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Abstract 
Biittgenbach, B., H. Esser, G. Liittgens and R.J. Nessel, A sharp error estimate for the numerical solution of a 
Dirichlet problem for the Poisson equation, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 44 (1992) 
331-337. 
For a Dirichlet problem of the Poisson equation the present paper discusses some convergence properties of 
approximate solutions, obtained by the standard five-point difference scheme on uniform grids. The aim is to 
establish the sharpness of well-known error bounds, given in terms of moduh of smoothness of the exact 
solution. This is achieved by employing appropriate properties of the discrete Green’s functions which admit 
an application of a quantitative extension of the uniform boundedness principle. Whereas our previous 
investigations were exclusively concerned with corresponding questions for boundary value problems of 
ordinary differential equations, this note may be considered as a first contribution concerning extensions to 
partial differential equations. 
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For the Laplacian A := a2/at2 + a2/au2 consider 
AY(~, 4 =f(t, 4, (t, 4 ~0, 
Y(& 4 = 4(& 4, (t, u) ET, 
the Dirichlet problem 
(1) 
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where f is a function, bounded and locally Holder continuous on the open unit square 
R := {(t, u): 0 < t, u < l}, and 4 is assumed to be continuous on the boundary r of 0. For this 
boundary value problem there exists a unique solution y E C(‘)(fl) n C(n) (cf. [6, p.551). Here 
C(n), C@)(0) denote the linear spaces of functions, continuous or twice continuously differen- 
tiable on a, respectively. Furthermore, C(fin> and C(*)(a) are those subspaces of C(0) and 
C(*)(a) for which the functions and all relevant partial derivatives can be continuously 
extended to the closure fi := 0 U T of 0. Endowed with the usual norms 
Ilgllccnj:= max Is(t, u)I, 
(t, U)En 
g E C(D), 
ai+j 
II g II C’Z’(fi) := c max yg(t, 4 , 
Oi5iJ,2 (t>u)En at' au 
g E c"'(.n), 
each of them is a Banach space (cf. [9, p.271). The following treatment is restricted to those 
problems (1) for which the solution y satisfies y E C(*)(B). 
Let h = l/n with II E N, the set of natural numbers. An approximate solution y,, defined on 
the uniform grid 
fin,:= 
i  
(t,u):t=&=~,O<i,jgn ) 
n n 
i  
R,:=Qm, rh:=iTn,nr, 
is obtained as the solution of the discrete counterpart to (1): 
&Y&, u) =f(b u)> (f, 4 Efinh, 
Y&, 4 = w> 47 (f, 4 EL 
where the five-point Laplacian Ah (cf. [7, p.451) is given by 
Ahyh(t, u):=h-*[y&+/z, u)+y,(t-h, u)+y,(t, u+h)+y& u-h) 
-4Y& u)]. 
The following basic facts are well known (cf. [8, ~4631). 
(2) 
Lemma 1. (a) Let yh be a function on the grid Bn, with 
AMY&, u) a 0, (t, u) E&. 
Then the maximum principle holds : 
(b) For every function y, on fin, one has the stability inequality 
II yh II oh < + II a/,~/, II oh + II yh II r,, 
with the notation II y, II 0, := max( I y,(t, u) I: (t, u> E 0,) for 0, Can,. 
(3) 
As a consequence of the stability inequality one obtains the unique solvability of the discrete 
problem (2) since the homogeneous problem f = 0, 4 = 0 only has the trivial solution y, = 0. 
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Moreover, if (3) is applied to yh -y where y, and y are the solutions of (2) and (l), 
respectively, then the following error estimate holds: 
IIyh -Y IIn,<+Ilf-Ah~ IIn,+ II+4Ilr,=~llA~ -A,Y IIR,= tll~y II+ (4) 
in terms of the truncation error 
rhy == by - Ahy. (5) 
The rate of convergence for the error II yh - y I] nh will be measured via second partial moduli 
of continuity, where, e.g., 02J6, g> is defined for g E C(B) by 
@+&?, g) := sup{ I g(t + 2A, LL) - 2g(t + A, 24) +g(t, U) I: (t, u), (t + 2A, u) E fin, 
Ihl a}. 
Theorem 2. Let the solution y of (1) satisfy y E C(2)(fi). Then for the solution Y/, Of (2) the 
following holds ( y, := ay/at >: 
II Y, -Y II ah = II Y, -Y II n,, G i[ wz,o(h Y,,) + wo,z(h, Y,,)]. (6) 
proof. Let us include an elementary proof for the sake of completeness (cf. [8, p.4661). For 
y E Cc2)(fi> and u E [O, 11 one has 
y(t+_h, u)=y(t,u)fhy,(t,u)+/‘(h-s)yJtis, u)ds, 
0 
which implies the estimate 
1 Y& u) - h-2[ y(t + h, u> - 2y(t, 4 +y(t - h, 41 t 
= h-2 ,“(h -s)[ yrr(t + 
I 1 
s, u) - 2y,,(t, u) +y& -s, 41 ds G &,o(h> Ott). 
An analogous argument for the second component together with (4), (5) already completes the 
proof. 0 
As in the case of ordinary differential equations (see [1,2]) the representation of the error 
y, - y as a function of the exact solution y turns out to be essential for the discussion of the 
sharpness of (6). To this end consider the discrete Green’s function Gh([, ~1 on (5, 7) E fi, X 
Oh, defined for fixed 77 E a,, as the unique solution of 
G,K rl) = 0, t-h. 
Lemma 3. If vh is a function, defined on nn, with vh = 0 on r,, then the following representation 
holds (cf. [7, p.581): 
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Proof. Denoting the right-hand side of (8) by w,(t), one has Ah(wh - uh) = 0 on ah and 
wh - uh = 0 on r, so that (8) follows from the unique solvability of (2). 0 
In view of yh - y = 0 on r,, (cf. (l), (2)), (8) yields the representation 
&Y(+=Y&$) -y(5) =h* c G&-> +,~Y(T), 5Efk 
?IrRh 
(9) 
Since A,G,(t, 7) 2 0 (cf. (7)), one has (5 E fin,) 
G,(5, 7) < 0 = my G,& $7 77 l flnh, 
=h 
by the maximum principle, and thus 
The following result turns out to be very useful for the verification of resonance conditions like 
(15) (cf. (19)). 
Lemma 4. Let z(t, u> := sin 2rt sin 2~~4. Then z is an element of C(*)(fi> which solves the 
Dirichlet problem 
A+, u) =f& u), (t, u) l fin, 
z(t, u) = 0, (t, u) f=r, 
with fez, = - 8r*z. Moreover, if z,, denotes the unique solution of the corresponding discrete 
problem (2), then (h = l/n) 
lim ll~~I(~~=l. (11) 
h+O 
Proof. The first assertion is obvious. Moreover, in view of (6), 
lim llzh)loh= lim Ilzlln,= Jlzllfl=l. 0 
h-0 h-10 
The fact that the estimate (6) is sharp with regard to the rate of convergence is now settled in 
connection with general Lipschitz classes, determined by abstract moduli of continuity, i.e., by 
functions o (e.g., o(t) = t”, 0 < a G l), continuous on [0, m) with 
O=o(O)<o(s)<o(s+t)~o(s)+w(t), s, t>o. (12) 
Theorem 5. For every modulus of continuity w satisfying (12) there exists a counterexample 
y w E C(*)(a) such that 
~2,0(~~ bLl>tt> + %,2@3 bL>uu) = +@*)L 
thus II R,Y~ II R, = @(w(h*>>, but on the other hand, 
II R,Yw I/ oh + +(h*)). 
In the case that o additionally satisfies 
4) 
lim ~ =m, 
t-o+ t (13) 
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the proof of Theorem 5 is given via an application of the following quantitative extension of the 
uniform boundedness principle (for a proof and further comments see [1,51 and the literature 
cited there). For a Banach space X (with norm 1) - II> let X* be the set of sublinear bounded 
functionals T on X, i.e., T maps X into R (set of real numbers) such that for all f, g E X, 
(Y E R, 
IT(f+g)l G ITfl+lTgl, IT(Q)1 = Ial IPI, 
II T II x* := sup{ I Tf I: II f II < 1) < 0~. 
Theorem 6. Suppose that for a sequence of remainders {T,: n E N} c X * and for a measure of 
smoothness {S,: 6 > 0) CX * there are testelements g, E X such that (6 > 0, n + a> 
II g, II =@(I), (14) 
I T,s,, I # o(l), (15) 
IS,g, I =@[min[l,F]], (16) 
where a(6) is a function, strictly positiue on (0, ~1, and (+,}, E N c R is a strictly decreasing 
sequence with lim .+&,=O. Th en f or each modulus w satisfying (12), (13) there exists a 
counterexample f, E X with 
I S,f, I =+-+-+q)), 8 + 0 + > 
l T,f, 1 # +h%sL))~ n -+ m. 
Proof of Theorem 5. To consider cases, let w first be an abstract modulus 
satisfying (12) and (13). Comparing relevant expressions in Theorems 5 and 
identify (h = l/n) 
(17) 
(18) 
of continuity 
6 suggests to 
x= C(“)(i=q, a(6) = a2, c$, = K2, %Y = W2.“G% YtA + %,2@7 YuJ7 
Tny = II &Y II R, = Iih’ c GA*7 &Y(7)~I * 
qERh %I 
Consequently conditions (14)-(16) have to be verified in order to give the assertions via (171, 
(18). To this end, choose 
g,(t, u) =nP2[(1 - cos 2nnt) + (1 - cos 2nnu)], (t, u) En. 
Then (14) is obvious, and the estimates 
G 4 II g, II c?‘(n), 
yield (16) so that the resonance condition (15) has to be shown. Since Ag,(n) = &t-r2 and 
Ahg,(n) = 0 for n EL!,, one has (cf. (51, (9)) 
T,s, =8-+’ c G/J., v)~I , 
O=flh fb 
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and by (ll), the identity (8) as applied to z,, (in the terminology of Lemma 41, and (101 it 
follows that for l/h = n > n,, 
;< IIz&< suph* c K&(5, q)l IA/~/z(rl)l 
5Eflh aERh 
G II fez, II R SUP h* c I G,(5, r) I = Tns,, (19) 
cEah vEnh 
i.e., (15). In the remaining case w(6) = 6 choose y,(t, u) = t4. Then S,yw = 246*, and Q-~Y~ = 
-2h*. Therefore, by (91, (19), 
IIR,yJln,=2h* h* c G/J., 7) +o(h*). 
II 
0 
TSR, 
/I 
f&l 
In the present concrete setting the elementary assertion of Lemma 4 already enables one to 
verify the crucial resonance condition (15) (cf. (111, (19)). It should, however, also be noticed 
that u,, = h*C, E fih G,(. , 7) is the solution of the discrete problem Ahu,, = 1 on ah, v,, = 0 on r,, 
and indeed converges in the maximum norm to the solution v of (1) with f= 1, C#J =0. The 
latter fact follows by a rather deep argument from finite-element methods (cf. [3, p.1681). Thus 
which in fact paves the way for a general approach to the verification of resonance conditions 
like (15). 
Let us finally add a further remark, concerned with the well-known fact that the present 
finite-difference scheme may also be considered as a perturbed finite-element method. The 
latter, when based upon piecewise linear functions, is indeed equivalent to 
A,$,([) =Mh(f, S), 5 E a,> 
with some typical (averaging) integral operator Mh. Approximately calculating this integral via 
the trapezoidal rule then delivers f(l), thus our difference scheme (2). This leads to the 
identity 
(Y -y,)(5) = (Y -$X5) +%(AY, 0 5~%, 
relating the error y - yh of our finite-difference procedure to the error y - Fh of the corre- 
sponding finite-element approach at the expense of the remainder 
&(AY> CC) =h* c G/K r)[f(~) -Mh(f, 17% 
vEnh 
One may now employ the sharp estimate (cf. [4, p.1721 and the literature cited there) 
IIY +&m~=+*10g( $)) 
for solutions y in the Sobolev space W*,Yfl> to deduce 
(20) 
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To discuss the sharpness of error bounds for the rather intricate term Rh one may then 
proceed via the method suggested in this paper. From this point of view the present elementary 
setting enables one to avoid the deep estimate (20). In any case note that the approach via (20) 
does not cover moduli of continuity like t2(log(l/t>>” for 0 < (Y < 1. 
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